Pilot study to determine acceptability and ability of heat-killed Mycobacterium leprae plus BCG (HKML+BCG) vaccine to induce skin test conversion.
Although local reactions, including erythema, induration and ulcers, appeared in every patient after the injection of the combined HKML+BCG vaccine, they were accepted by the patients. There was no tendency for the local reaction to become aggravated after repeated vaccination. However, systemic reactions, mainly iridocyclitis and complaint of numbness of the fingers and toes, became quite common after the 5th vaccination and therefore significantly reduced the acceptability of vaccine by injection. It seems that repeated vaccination might activate the iridocyclitis, but the relationship between the complaint of numbness and vaccination has not been well established. Neither typical ENL nor reversal reaction had been observed throughout the trial. A significant proportion of patients converted to SMLA positivity after repeated vaccination. However, it seems the positive status was not stable as many of them reverted to negative after the following vaccination. After the 7th vaccination, the positive conversion rate to SMLA-I was 45% and to SMLA-II was 35%. After the 8th vaccination, 66.7% of patients converted to Mitsuda reaction positive, which has been confirmed by histopathological examination. Nevertheless, further follow-up is required in order to determine whether or not such conversion will be of a long duration. The reactions to SMLA-I and SMLA-II were associated but only correlated at a moderate level. Overall, the positive conversion rate to SMLA-I was significantly higher than that to SMLA-II after repeated vaccination. Neither the early reaction nor the late (Mitsuda) reaction of the lepromin test were correlated to either SMLA reaction. The repeated vaccination of HKML+BCG vaccine did not affect the weakly-positive anti-PGL-1 Mycobacterium leprae antibody level seen in the skin-smear negative lepromatous patients participating in this study.